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Pianostool footnotes (Jargon 94) (84314655) Names & local habitations : selected earlier
poems 1951-1972 (Jargon 59) (84315360)

Genoa : a telling of wonders (Jargon 43)
(84315682)

From this condensery: the complete writing
of Lorine Niedecker (Jargon 100)

(84315909)

Amen huzza selah (Jargon 13a) (84316755) 14 poets, 1 artist (Jargon 31) (84317601)

Test of poetry (Jargon 12) (84317689) Araminta and the coyotes (Jargon 109)
(84317888)

Elite / elate poems (Jargon 91) (84318195) At dusk iridescent: a gathering of poems
1972-1997 (Jargon 102) (84318382)
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Blithe air : photographs from England,
Wales, and Ireland (Jargon 112) (84318394)

Visions of dame kind (Jargon 113)
(84318497)

Quote, Unquote (84318698) A 50th birthday celebration for Jonathan
Williams (84318739)

Sappho's raft : le rideau de la Mytilénienne
(Jargon 99) (84319049)

Mahler (84319204) Loco logodaedalist in situ; selected poems
1968-70 (84319316)

62 climerikews to amuse Mr. Lear
(84319330)

Glees... swarthy monotonies... rince
cochon... & chozzerai for simon...; poems

1979 (84319418)

Ten photographs (Aggie Weston's no. 18
spring 1982) (84319428)

I shall save one land unvisited. Eleven
southern photographers, selected by

Jonathan Williams (84319461)
Jonathan Williams: a poet collects

(84319566)
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Quantulumcumque (84319593) Long taters: Jonathan Williams' quote book
(84319616)

A hornet's nest (Jargon 108) (84319650) Dear world, forget it! love, Mnemosyne: a
range of letters, 1984-85 : plus a few elusive

items (84319707)

Horny & ornery : poems of solace in desolate
times by a gentleman in the South avec un

petit prelude par James Laughlin (84319757)

Clarence John Laughlin: the personal eye
(84319902)

50! Epiphytes, -taphs, -tomes, -grams, -thets!
50! (84321725)

Magpie's bagpipe: selected essays of
Jonathan Williams (84322141)

Dementations on shank's mare (84322207)

Edward Dahlberg a tribute: essays,
reminiscences, correspondence, tributes

(84322360)

Blues and roots/rue and bluets : a garland for
the Southern Appalachians (84322386)

Get hot or get out; a selection of poems,
1957-1981 (84322426)
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The family album of Lucybelle Crater (Jargon
76) (84510284)

Jo Sandman / TRACES (978179239150) American Bauhaus (9783948440381)
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